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ABSTRACT

Engaging in participatory research in HCI raises numerous
ethical complexities such as consent, researcher
relationships, and participant compensation. Doing HCI
work in the area of dementia amplifies these issues, and
researchers in this area are modelling ethical stances to
ensure researcher-participant relationships focus on
meaningful engagement and care. This paper presents an
insight into the kinds of ethical foci required when doing
design research with people living with dementia and their
carers. We interviewed 22 HCI researchers with experience
working in dementia care contexts. Our qualitative analysis
outlines subsequent lessons-learned, such as recognition of
the participants, self -care, research impact, and subjectivity
in ethical review boards. Furthermore, we found the
complexity of navigating both “everyday” and more formal,
institutional ethics in dementia research has implications
beyond the context of working with people with dementia
and outline key considerations for ethical practices in
socially orientated HCI research.
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INTRODUCTION

At a time when the ethics surrounding technology design
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and deployment are receiving increased attention [78], from
data governance [2] to privacy [100] to poorly considered
technological design [29],

 it is crucial for established
professionals to reflect on both tacit and codified ethics
[43]. In response to this need, HCI researchers are reflecting
on the ethical challenges they face throughout their research
process [68],

with conversations largely occurring in venues
such as Town

Halls [11,19,38,67]

and

conference
workshops at ACM venues [22,87,97,98]

. A particular
interest has arisen in working with participants in sensitive
contexts, due to the unique challenges that arise due to what
it means to participate when capacity is difficult to ascertain
[35,52,55], in verbal processes for people who are often not
verbal [49,51,53]

, and recognition of participants
involvement throughout the study [33,56,92,94]. To date,
these conversations have been useful for sharing
experiences that are often based on a single research
project. Yet we are missing an understanding of how
researchers in a diverse array of contexts handle ethical
decisions. As an example of a topic that emerged in our
paper through considering different viewpoints, Ethical
Review Boards (ERBs) are in place to ensure research is
following standard ethical principles, with the aim of
protecting the participants, researchers and research
institutions [75].

 Despite playing a key role and coming up
repeatedly in town halls in terms of questioning how the
HCI community can think about ethics given the variation
(or lack) of ERBs in the international context, there has
been little research to date that examine the impact of ERBs
on research in HCI.
In this study, we take design ethics in dementia and HCI
research as a case study to reflect as a community of
practice [3]
 and

to elucidate wider concerns about ethics in
HCI research. Dementia is a neurodegenerative condition
that affects people differently, but often involves changes to
short-term memory, orientation, and decision making and
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results in an increased need for care [101].

 Dementia is a
useful case to study in terms of ethics given shifts in ways
of viewing the condition. The view of dementia as state of
deficiency has been criticized as a “medicalisation

of
deviance” [13], where the person with dementia is
positioned as a passive “patient” whose dementia must be
treated rather than understood, and little consideration is
given to the agency or the need for a continued sense of
purpose and belonging. In response to the medicalisation of
the experience of dementia, person-centered approaches
have highlighted the need for socially-oriented care, in
which the individual is positioned central to the
advancement of their care [32,59].

 This approach informs
recent work in HCI and dementia, which focuses on ‘in the
moment’ meaning-making as the basis of design
[35,46,48,83]. Influenced by these shifts in care thinking,
HCI researchers have sought to design technologies that
evoke emotion, creativity and inclusion by working with
and advocating for people living with dementia, mirroring a
similar shift in design in social care more generally [82]

.
However, even as these views of dementia evolve in
research and practice, research

shows that work in sensitive
settings such as dementia can raise concern from Ethical
Review Boards (ERBs). Pachana et al. further highlights
that committees may be “subject to the same biases and
stereotypes present in the general population” [74].

 ERBs
that are unaware of such biases, may focus on the aims of
protection, as opposed to the approval of research that
attends to topics such as agency and ensure meaningful
participation. A further complexity arises given that ERB
decisions vary even within the same country or region [28].
This is because the decisions and reasonings are not only
made at a university level, but influenced by cultural and
local norms and customs [28]. Thus, the disciplinary
changes in working with populations such as dementia are
not necessarily matched at the level of those who make
decisions about what research is and is not allowed when
carrying out participatory work with participants who are
considered ‘vulnerable’, this tension is a key focus that we
attend to in this study.
To gain an understanding of ethical experiences and
practices in the field of HCI and dementia, we interviewed
22 researchers from diverse countries, institutions, and
disciplines. Our analysis uncovers tensions arising from
institutional ethical practices in socially oriented research.
While ERBs vary significantly in their cultural and
disciplinary approaches to dementia research, our findings
reveal the tensions that arise in participatory research due to
ERBs’ tending to focus on protection of participants, which
raises concerns with acknowledging participants and
building relationships. Through our interviews, researchers
reflected on how ERBs could be more reflexive bodies,
where researchers can seek support, guidance, and
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collaboration from experts. Researchers also shared insights
from their own cultivated practices from establishing clear
expectations for participants, knowing when and how to
involve participants in the research, and appropriately
acknowledging the contribution that participants make to
our work. From these rich findings, our study progresses
from a growing body of work in HCI and dementia towards
establishing a new set of fluid ethical practices to direct
work in this growing area of socially-oriented HCI research.
RELATED WORK

The following sections summarise working practices
around ethics in HCI and the nature of the complexities that
can arise from working with technology and design in
dementia research and, more broadly, in sensitive contexts.
Design & Ethics in HCI

HCI and design researchers have long recognised the role of
the researcher as essential in building and maintaining
relationships, and as a means of conducting engaged and
impactful research [88]. Many approaches in HCI, such as
participatory design [66], experience-centered design [61],
feminist HCI [5] and value-sensitive design [39] require the
researcher to work closely with participants in order to
engage in open and exploratory examinations of their lived
experience. The design methods employed in HCI research
which seek to examine and respond to the lived experience
of our participants, such as design ethnography [26],
co-design [48], and the use of design probes [91] present
considerable challenges for researchers navigating through
emotionally and contextually complicated research settings,
particularly when working with populations considered to
be vulnerable. In navigating through these research
decisions, the researcher is often guided, or conflicted, by
institutional ethical procedures that set a precedent for
ethical practices in research.
The ethical principles applied by ERBs often reflect the
philosophical basis of morality and established codes of
conduct shaped by culture and society [41]. In order to
guide research practices, these moral and ethical
judgements [28] have been applied in guidelines for
research, such as WHO Operational

Guidelines for Ethics
Committees that Review Biomedical Research [27]

and the
Declaration of Helsinki [102].

 While these ethical
guidelines set a course for research that seeks to ensure both
the participant and research institute are informed and
protected, many prominent interdisciplinary research
approaches, such as participatory design and qualitative
work with vulnerable populations in HCI, can be considered
ethically questionable by ERBs. Bell [8] argues that many
ERBs’ approaches to ethics align more with biomedical and
experimental scientific methods, which fail to reflect the
multiple ways of generating knowledge that encompass the
third wave of HCI [12,56]. Willig suggests that for
qualitative researchers, ‘ethical

issues arise from the very
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beginning of the research, they stay with us throughout our
interactions with our research participants, and they
continue to be relevant throughout the process of
dissemination of the research findings’ [21],

 and

call for an
adaptable approach to ethical research design.
The introduction of technology and design has further
ethical implications within sensitive design contexts. For
example, technology may bring expectations of significant
and lasting improvement to quality of life [88]; prototypes
and early design probes are liable to break [35], and
technologies have implications for data storage and privacy
[11]. In addition to technology and design, participatory
methods which have long been a central part of HCI work
[20] are facing significant questioning by ERBs and other
governing bodies, where discomfort with qualitative or
social constructionist [40] methods can clash with ‘harder’
questions of computer science and engineering [80].
Recent work in HCI has begun to examine the central role
of ethics in relation to healthcare [6,88] and culturally
contextual research [9]. This work suggests that there is a
need for contextual and continued ethics in HCI, which is
sensitive to both the relational and technological challenges
facing researchers. In order to build an empirical basis for
conducting ethical research in socially-orientated HCI
research, this paper presents findings from researchers who
work in contexts which present a number of institutional
and relational ethical challenges - dementia care [3]. In
order to contextualise this research, in the next section we
briefly introduce the current state of the art in
person-centered design research in HCI and dementia, to
present the lessons learned from this community of practice
as a basis for relational, flexible and everyday ethics in
socially-orientated HCI research.
Ethics in Context: Dementia Care and HCI

Dementia is a neurodegenerative condition that produces
varying cognitive changes [101]. Given that people may
experience changes to their ability to problem solve, make
judgements, and can require an increasing need for care,
many of the cognitive and social consequences of living
with dementia can be framed as an ethical concern for the
person at the heart of the condition and their family, making
it a complex space for both research and care practices.
Person-centered approaches to dementia care have called
attention to how we communicate with people with
dementia [73], debated the need for ongoing consent
processes [24], questioned the contested use of lies and
deception in care [30] and promoted the need to attune to
embodied, non-verbal communication [54,84] as key
considerations in ensuring the person with dementia is
respected and engaged within their own care. These
practices, largely initiated within nursing and social care,
have implications for research and design which seeks to
work with and for

people living with dementia, avoiding
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practices which inadvertently or disregard the experience of
the person living with dementia. Design and technology
solutions which focus on cognitive decline, monitoring and
management, may perpetuate stereotypes and contribute
further to the stigmatisation of dementia [64] . Similarly,
HCI research that extends from person-centred approaches
to dementia is a growing body of work which relies on
relational processes as the basis of design. This has resulted
in the introduction of technologies that seek to evoke
positive emotions [48,90,92,94], engage with participants’
creativity
[14,55–58,63–65] and
support
inclusion
[35,45,46,85,86,99]. Participatory and co-design projects
have innovated many of the methodological approaches to
design necessary in order to support people living with
dementia to engage meaningfully in co-design processes
[44,62]. This includes planning for slower, longer-term
projects [34] , working within ecologies of care
[14,15,46,95,96], and navigating gate-keeping within
institutions [48] .
The ethical consideration needed to ensure inclusion of the
voices of people living with dementia in HCI research has
resulted in a strong relational basis for design practice
[46,93,94]. The established state-of the art based within this
work has moved away from the biomedical deficit model of
dementia, resulting in a number of underlying person-based
values in design practice, many of which stem from the
work of Tom Kitwood [50] and Dawn Brooker [17,18].
These practices include treating the person living with
dementia as an individual in context; including the person
living with dementia in research processes that aim to
improve their quality of life; and acknowledging that
dementia is a complex experience that often also includes
social complexity, ageing and multi-morbidities, which
require attuning to in design and research responses. These
practices and design decisions offer particular ethical
stances that appear essential to both the success of HCI
projects
in
this
context,
and
ensure
the
researcher-participant relationship is navigated with mutual
respect and care [34]. Making these ethical decision-making
processes more visible within our empirical work has the
potential to critically inform the current institutional and
relational ethical framing in which we currently work [73],
and make more apparent considerations needed to ensure
meaningful and engaged research with ‘vulnerable’ user
groups is central to the design of technologies and systems.
This paper presents empirical evidence derived from asking
researchers in the field of HCI and dementia to reflect on
their ethical practices in their own research, with a view to
presenting a series of considerations for how to navigate
ethical decision-making in socially-orientated HCI research.
We later extend the insights and reflections of our
expert-researchers and contribute empirical evidence to the
on-going HCI communities discussing ethical challenges
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when working within sensitive settings [22,97,98]. While
our findings reflect the careful ethical considerations
required when working with people with dementia and their
care ecologies, they are based in relational and everyday
ethics which have implications for the wider HCI
community.
METHODOLOGY

Interested in the tacit and unstated practices that researchers
employed in working with people living with dementia and
their carers, we undertook a reflective qualitative approach
to carrying out this empirical research. As researchers
ourselves, we also interviewed each other to pilot our
interview schedule and sense-check similarities and
differences across our experience. Mindful that we were
about to engage with a large number of researchers across
several disciplines, and on sensitive topics, we adopted the
reflexive position of ‘connected knowing’, as articulated by
[7] which recognises disagreement or disparity between
viewpoints, but adopts a strategy of empathy instead of
judgement or argument. Knowledge, in connected knowing,
comes from the ‘inside’ - of a phenomenon, an account, or
an experience. Once inside, we sought to form intimate
attachments to our participants’ experiences which were
necessarily imaginative and compassionate – constantly
imagining ourselves in the place of our participants in an
attempt to understand their words, actions, and meanings as
they spoke about the development of their own ‘everyday
ethics’ in dementia.
Participants and recruitment

Participants were 22 (12 women, 10 men) self-identified
designers and/or researchers who reported significant
experience in working with people living with dementia in
the design of technologies and services. Participant
demographics are summarized in table 1. Participants were
recruited through purposive sampling methods [31], a
method which has been judged as appropriate for building
suitable samples for qualitative datasets [81], and it is
advised in cases where we seek to access a particular subset
of people, as all participants of a study are selected because
they fit a similar profile. To begin with, we selected
participants from presenters, exhibitors and authors from
the 2016-2019 Dementia Lab conferences - this is an
international conference featuring design and HCI work
with people with dementia [103]. We also employed
snowball sampling, asking participants to recommend
others in their professional circles with similar experiences
with design, HCI and dementia [72]. In our table, we define
career stages as: early - junior researcher/lecturer, mid senior researcher/lecturer and senior - professor.
Ethics

Ethical approval was granted by Newcastle University.
Each participant was emailed an overview of what would be
expected from the interview and the study, and provided
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with information and consent form sheets. Participants have
been anonymised for the purpose of privacy.
Name

Discipline

Career Stage

Gender Place of Practice

Emily

Design

Mid

F

UK

Verna

HCI

Early

F

Singapore

Neville

Design

Early

M

The Netherlands

Louise

Psychology

Early

F

Ireland

Sofià

Design

Early

F

The Netherlands

Isla

Psychology

Early

F

Ireland

Martin

Computer Science

Student

M

United Kingdom

Niamh

Speech & Language

Early

F

United Kingdom

Kevin

Computer Science

Senior

M

United Kingdom

Lucas

Computer Science

Mid

M

United Kingdom

Micheal

Psychology

Senior

M

Ireland

Jessica

Informatics

Early

F

USA

Daisy

Design

Mid

F

United Kingdom

Beth

Social Science

Early

F

United Kingdom

Enzio

Design

Early

M

Belgium

Mary

Design

Early

F

Belgium

Holly

Design

Student

F

The Netherlands

Dion

Design

Student

M

The Netherlands

Thomas

Computer Science

Junior Developer

M

Sweden

Jarod

Computer Science

Junior Developer

M

United Kingdom

Lisa

Computer Science

Mid

F

Canada

Katie

HCI

Mid

F

Australia

Table 1. Participant Information

Interviews

We iteratively developed a semi-structured interview
schedule [47] which consisted of open-ended questions and
prompts on: 1) experience in dementia research, 2)
experience with institutional ethics processes, 3)
technological ethics, 4) power relationships, 5) personal
relationships with people with dementia, 6) research impact,
and 7) exit strategies. Five of the authors carried out these
interviews, lasting from 45 minutes to 1 hour 10 minutes.
Interviews were carried out in person where possible, but
were otherwise carried out over video calls. All interviews
were audio-recorded and transcribed in full.
Data analysis

With our research approach informed by Belenky et al.'s
connected knowing [7], we agreed that Thematic Analysis
(TA) [16] was a complementary analytic approach to
organise our dataset. With a large dataset (22 interviews
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with an average length of 50 minutes), we utilised multiple
coders (3) within the research team in order to avoid bias
[10]. Throughout the project, we had weekly meetings with
the authors to reflect on what we saw in the data, agree on
codes, subcategories, and the building of themes. Our
analysis followed a four-step process. First, the three
authors who conducted the TA generated codes as labels
that considered our research question - for example,
‘explaining the use of data’, ‘learning by observing’, and
‘novelty not always necessary’. For consistency, the first
author went over every interview and compared what was
coded by the other two authors to ensure sufficient
concordance [71]. Our second round saw us organising
codes into potential themes over a Skype call with the
authors. The benefit of having multiple coders became
relatively apparent in this second round. We gained
multiple perspectives and had opportunities to address
disagreements and reflect on the themes that had been
generated throughout our analysis. In our third step, we
started to identify if themes were meaningful to the research
question and how they reflected on our conversations
throughout the study. Finally, our fourth step was defining
the name of our themes as they became interlinked with one
another, and giving an overall structure to our analysis.
FINDINGS

Our findings centre around two overarching themes that
describe researchers’ reflections on ethical dilemmas and
emergent practices in their research. Our first theme,
considers the guidelines

vs situated practice that

explore the
different tensions that arise between institutional protection,
and recognition/acknowledgement of the person living with
dementia. Our second theme emotion

and everyday
experiences explores

the relationships researchers establish
with participants, and how researchers initiate and maintain
relational approaches. For clarity, we refer to the
participants we interviewed as researchers in the rest of the
paper, as all of them engage in research to one degree or
another.
Guidelines vs situated practice

Researching under a culture of ethical ‘protectionism’
caused
significant
tension
when
working
in
socially-oriented research, which our participants described
as requiring more flexibility. To this point, the following
subthemes describe the ethical challenges researchers face,
including a sense of over-protection of participants, and a
lack of practical guidance from ethical review boards as to
how to navigate ongoing ethical challenges through the
research.
Subjectivity and relativity in ERBs

Researchers highlighted a range of experiences with ERBs
that were tied to geographical, cultural, and institutional
contexts. Beth expressed how, in the Netherlands,
person-centered care is recognised as standard practice, and
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her ERB provided her with the opportunity to explain the
value of possible technologies, and worked with her
towards approval of her application. On the other hand,
Verna’s ERB in Singapore, considers “technology that’s
implemented into a care home to be a medical device”.
Because of this, the technology and its ethical review is
evaluated much more stringently than might be appropriate.
Verna further highlights struggles about whether
“engagement activities for people living with dementia [can
be considered] a medical device”. As soon as the research
is being done in a hospital setting, the ERB considered it to
be a medical device - “That’s like calling a ball used in
therapy a medical device”. This miscategorisation of
aesthetic or pleasurable experiences as an intervention in
healthcare indicates that technology has to “make

the
person better” - as judged by biomedical standards.
The makeup of an ERB can also lead to a biomedical view.
Michael says he found significant difficulties getting ethics
approved, as his relevant Clinical Research Committee, was
“run by mostly medics”. Though ERBs try to have people
with experience in particular areas, due to the specialisation
of research, it is not always possible to have a committee
with expertise in dementia from both a person-centered and
design angle. Niamh, part of the ethics committee at her
university, explains that“you

do not know who is going to
get your proposal”. Perhaps

because of the breadth of
expertise on the committee, decisions may lack
“discernment,” as ERBs are perceived as taking a “one

size
fits all ethics... to be obstructive”. Isla

reflects on ‘one

size
fits all ethics’ when working on an application to recruit
from NHS (National Health Service, UK) care homes to
take part in a low-risk, qualitative design study exploring
the support of intergenerational contact between young
people and people living with dementia through technology.
She explains that her proposal got “bounced

to the NHS
ethics” and after a considerable amount of time approval
was refused. The medical ethics committee could not see
the “benefits

of involvement”, but

instead focused on the
risks concomitant with cognitive decline, and the need for
protection above inclusion. This, to her, seemed to go
against the model of person-centred care which the NHS
prizes [69].


Researchers noted that their own experience in the area was
not considered in reviews. Thomas expressed that while he
thinks ERBs see “the benefit in [the research]”, that ‘trust
is lacking’ towards the researcher. Verna describes her
collaboration with care homes as being about partnerships
built from trust. Similarly, Kevin proposes that ethical
review forms should create a collaborative bond between
the researcher and the ethics committee. Enzio suggested
that ethical approval forms should give the committee
information to give them reassurance that the researcher has
the support and knows what they are doing such as: “Is
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there a senior researcher? Who is the junior researcher?
What’s the experience?” Overall, our participants sought a
reciprocal relationship with their ERBs, where they could
seek support, advice and collaborate in a discursive manner,
rather than be judged for their ethical practices or denied
approval entirely after a significant amount of time and
effort has been expended. Beyond this, our participants also
sought the freedom to pursue and maintain an equal
relationship with their participants - a task which also
became contentious when framed against biomedical ethics.
Recognition of participants’ contribution

Researchers placed importance on acknowledging their
participants’ contributions to their research. In his own
design research, Dion mentioned a lack of recognition from
other researchers that caused a domino effect, putting
participants off from taking part:“I
 noticed there was this
kind of, almost fatigue [from the carers], that they have
seen all these researchers come by, especially many
students who make these prototypes. They test it, it is all
nice… but then they disappear. There is nothing that
remains.”
When Dion explained his research to the participants, the
participants said “Why

do we need this? Why can’t there be
something that stays?” This illustrates the importance of
clearly articulating what participants should expect
throughout the study, as well as acknowledging their
participation in an appropriate way. Typically, researchers
will often pay their participants with vouchers for their
time. However, Thomas stated that in care homes, money
“doesn’t

really work in this setting… money does not hold
too much value there”. If the traditional approach to
compensation does not work in this setting, we must
consider other ways to compensate people with dementia
for their participation. One approach is to offer participants
the technology that we build. In our conversation with
Niamh, she discussed a different approach to disseminate
research to be useful for the participants: “So,

we
co-designed a toolkit with them and left them with the
toolkits and left research materials, and things, when we
went over…they were really taking time out of their- you
know, some of them were travelling up to three hours just to
get there. Three hours, three hours back, just to come early
to come and do these things.”
Though this approach works well with some research, other
HCI projects focus on initial exploration, where prototypes
are not fit to withstand long time use without continuous
check-ups and fixes. Echoing this, Isla shared concerns “of
anxiety and failure” if the technology breaks, and conflict
towards the technology “may break in a year or two.”
Another way researchers give back and recognise
participants’ contributions is through ceremonies or events
to commemorate and celebrate participation. Through our
interviews, Louise and Daisy reflected on using the term
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‘celebration’ and the act of giving as a way to value their
participants work through the study. Daisy sees the
celebration as “a way of celebrating the lives of the
participants that have helped develop whatever you’ve
found”. Louise reflects on creating personalised gifts and
celebrating research with those involved through her PhD
study: “For

them, maybe I just came in, but for me, it was a
very meaningful relationship. I probably just didn’t want it
to end, to be honest.” Regardless of how we acknowledge
contribution, we should recognise participants as
individuals who have contributed to the research and that
their knowledge, experience, and time are valuable and
valued. Again, however, some ways of doing this can raise
issues with ERBs.
Protection vs acknowledgement

Keeping participants anonymous is standard ethical practice
[70]. Researchers commonly use pseudonyms, and in
photographs, blur faces to ensure data collected cannot be
traced back to the original participants. Throughout the
interviews, researchers expressed an understanding of
safety and respect to the participants when anonymising
data. However, Kevin noted that this approach seems to be
more about “making

sure we stay within the university’s
insurance” and less about “avoiding harm to participants”.
Daisy mentions that anonymisation works when
participants “might

not want their [real] name [used]”, but

when participants want to be recognised for their
contributions, challenges can arise.
Several researchers commented on the challenges they have
had when participants want to be acknowledged as
co-creators. Lucas reflected on previous work where he had
participants ask “We have done this work… Can we have
some credit for it? Can our names appear in the research?”
But as it stands, “they can’t, because [the] ethics board
says it must be anonymised.” In response to this, some
researchers have aimed to ‘write in’ this possibility to their
ethical applications to allow for its occurrence. Daisy
highlights further tensions here: when it takes the form of
prioritising protection, institutional protection can further
add to the feeling of “dementia

rob[bing] people of their
dignity, their individuality and their lived life.” Through
Daisy’s awareness of working with people living with
dementia, she believes that “to
 make them anonymous or a
number is robbing them of their dignity.” Dion considers
appropriate ways to acknowledge the person living with
dementia’s contribution through remembering a photoshoot
for a care organisation’s magazine: “[the photographer]
came by to take some pictures and ask for permissions, and
I was with the participant, interacting, but it was a bit fake,
of course.” Dion reflects on this moment, saying the
participant “was

enjoying it”, and was “laughing” during
the activity. The participants were particularly “proud that
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she could be on the pictures, and in the article of the
magazine”.
A growing number of publications include people with
dementia as authors to recognise their contributions. Enzio
named a UK institution that hired participants as research
collaborators and through this, ensured they were given
authorship of subsequent publications: “I think this
in-between solution is great. If you have a participant who
is joining you for some time, Then they are equal to you as
an author of work or papers.” Jessica

also mentions
Dementia Enquirers, a group “who have a project where
people with dementia are coming up [with research studies]
and that have [their own] ethics [guidelines].” Recognising
participants by opening up authorship ensures participants
are influencing the research agenda, in contrast to the
current standard practice of anonymisation of participants.
However, the ACM code of authorship states that authors
must “have

participated in drafting and/or revision of the
manuscript” [1].
  We should question whether the ACM
model should shift towards a contributorship model, in
which contributions towards the project are credited rather
than academic writing.
Emotion and everyday experiences

Through our interviews, researchers described various
views on both the ideal and realistic impact of their work.
In this theme, we unpack the subjective role of time in
research impact, and the importance in building and
continuing relationships that hold meaning as part of the
research.
Time and pacing

Researchers noted tensions arising when the timeline of a
research project does not align with researchers’ best
practices. There are differing views on what should be
emphasised: one perspective, stemming from participatory
design and action research [36], espouses allowing
relationships to develop slowly over time, while the other
emphasises the value of a swift design process where
visible progress is made in step with technology
development [37]. From

our interviews, it was common to
hear how important it was to researchers to create
relationships throughout the research. Isla mentioned that
“we should be taking our time, and doing things mindfully
and treating every single person as a person”. At odds with
timelines that rush data collection for a deadline, several
researchers emphasised a more relational approach that
takes time and care throughout the entirety of the study, up
to its ending. This model bears more resemblance to
person-centred care, which ‘‘…brings into focus the
uniqueness of each person, respectful of what they have
accomplished and compassionate to what they have
endured.” [25]

Michael

comments on how researchers
should be considering continuity, and not be “drop[ping] in
and out of care homes or peoples lives for two or three
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months in order to get data to write a paper”. He explains
that it is unreasonable “to

jump into people’s lives… and
come back and expect them to be open-armed and
welcoming us again three months later.” In situations
where this is not feasible as part of the research, Isla
suggests “go and have a coffee or work to their schedule, I
guess. They are the most important part of our research.”
While Isla and Michael express the need to take more time
in the research process, Lucas mentioned he finds design
iteration to be “too

slow of a process”. While he agrees
relationships should take as much time as they need to
develop, once the study moves to iteration and design, it
should speed up. Lucas discusses the frustration participants
may experience if they are expecting something to be built:
“meeting and chatting with someone for a couple of hours
each week can feel like not much is happening. Especially if
you come back and that thing you said you would do hasn’t
been altered, and maybe it has to be discussed again next
week”. Once design iteration starts, researchers should
engage and involve people living with dementia in the study
as much as possible and through design responses which
“show

people that you are taking feedback seriously”. In
particular, when designing with people living with
dementia, there is a distinct progression in the diagnosis
over time. If we prolong the research study, “what [the
person with dementia] needed at the start … might be
different from what they wanted at the end of it”. These

insights offer questions concerning the trajectory of a
project, including explicitly planning for the time it takes to
grow and support meaningful relationships with research
participants. This is especially important with people living
with dementia, as understanding each individual’s
communication abilities can support better engagement in
research as well as better research outcomes.
Understanding impact

Bringing technology into research offers opportunities for
meaningful engagement, but also ethical challenges relating
to the robustness and longevity of technology when the
project ends. In our interviews, researchers offered different
perspectives on what is most important: the technology
itself working, or the meaning and the relationships that
they engender. Dion notes that it is “difficult to do these
long-term solutions”, and

while it is easy to
 say “we need
to leave something behind”, the technology still needs
“technical support.. because they break down every week
or so.'' Isla

reflects on a colleague who had difficulties
maintaining technology after the study had ended. The
researcher “guaranteed [the device] to last for the year of
the study.. and will fix it [throughout the year]”. While the
researcher appropriately managed expectations of the study
with participants, “one

of the participants hung on to the
technology for years and found it was helping [her quality
of life]”. As
 it broke, the participant asked for help to fix it,
but “the

research was gone. The funding was gone.” As
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researchers, Isla suggests we have a responsibility to
anticipate and be “upfront and say there is a natural
lifespan to some of these technologies”. One direction
researchers take is by thinking about longevity in ways
other than the lifespan of the technology itself. Thomas
highlights how the value in participants taking part in the
research is the opportunity to have a say “on the new social
direction of that [community]”.
Emily expresses building a sense of the lifespan of media or
other possible technologies into her research. The couple
she worked with, “had

pictures of things they made
together [throughout the research]...and that meant a lot.”
By placing her participants as the focal point who drove the
research, the research itself became a significant event for
them. Emily remarks that technology “doesn't have to be
cutting edge to be meaningful, and to do something poetic
and powerful”. In this way, it’s clear that researchers
should consider that technology alone does not hold any
value; it's the relationships and experiences it creates.
However, there can be an expectation of, and value,
associated with longevity. Martin

shared a story about his
grandad designing gifts for his grandma:
“My grandma looked after my grandpa through his
dementia until he sadly passed away. One Christmas, he
created a beautiful Nativity scene. On the backdrop was
LED lights that resembled the stars and was powered by a
battery. On the back of the nativity scene, my grandpa
wrote: "My love lasts as long as the battery”. Every year,
Martin’s grandma brings out the scene for a few days and
places the very same battery that she has had for over 20
years to see if it still works (“to

this day, it still does”).
Kevin expressed ethical value in working with businesses to
help and maintain a product after the end of a project. Kevin
says “grants only ever get you so far… [researchers] have
got to come up with a value proposition”. By bringing in
industrial connections, researchers can find ways to
“reinvest [money into the product] and keep the stuff
going”. Within these more extensive projects, more
comprehensive sets of skills were implicated, involving
complexities on its own. Kevin iterates by working with
“business people, venture capitalists”, his study has the
opportunity to find the best way for technology to get to the
market, where, ostensibly, it will find further impact. Kevin
further expresses that research should aim to “build robust
software that can result in spin-offs or commercial
partnerships to get to the next stage”. However, this can be
a contested space with participants, particularly carers,
concerning how long it takes for design products to arrive
on the market, and what the price might be when it gets
there. This further highlights the need for making the design
and research process as legible as possible for participants.
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Ecology of (self)care

Emotions and their influence were discussed by several of
our participants. Enzio reflected that “building
relationships between researchers and participants help to
appropriate the technology around the person living with
dementia and their ecology of care”. Working primarily
with students, their emotions influenced the way they
formed relationships and engaged with the research. Seeing
his students sensitively attending to lived experience, Enzio
realised that “this would not have happened if they just
made something for a generic ‘person with dementia’
without having this personal relationship”.
Louise, who works on a study in a care home, reflected on
learning from assuming a caregiver’s experience. Over five
years, Louise talks about one participant who “used

to be
engaged”. Over time, as “her

dementia progressed”, that
participant became “very shy”. That change in personality
and expression gave Louise “the

best sense of what it might
be like to watch a loved one in that process and try to bring
them back.” While focused on imagining a caregiver’s lived
experience, it changed Louise’s view of “being quite
critical” of people trying to ‘bring back’ their loved one’s
memory. Having spent more time on the project, Louise had
a more in-depth understanding of “how it can be really
difficult” to
 see someone go through a diagnosis of
dementia. Louise’s experience of ‘unexpected’ emotion is
reflected on as emotionally significant. As researchers, we
have “the

luxury” to reflect on the lived experiences we are
a part of. Having time to reflect allows researchers to better
understand the emotional nature of the work we are doing.
Working in dementia care comes with complexities in that
participants may pass away, or that their dementia will
likely progress. Katie expresses that this can represent “big

emotional stress for researchers”. Dion highlights the
ethical and moral complexities of “hav[ing]

observational
data” from a participant who had passed away before any
publication. Similar to many other academics, Dion echoed
the struggles of what to do in this situation: “Do you use the
data or not? How do you mention this in a paper? Those
are things that I don’t know how to handle actually. I found
it very difficult. What do you do with it?”
In this instance, Dion particularly struggles between his
emotions influencing his choice on whether his work be
published. However, it is likely that simply not talking
about the work will not divert the conflicted emotions
stemming from having carried out the research in question
[89]. If we are moving towards reflexive practices in HCI,
these seemingly personal experiences from researchers
should be integrated into the empirical nature of our work
[76]. Self-care is similarly important: Mary recommends to
“be true to your personality and feelings” and to make
“time to talk about the experience, even if this [has] no
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specific function in the research”.
 Researchers should take
time to reflect and discuss the experiences they have had
through their research; in doing this, they may lay down
healthier, more open and more empathetic practices for
researchers who may follow in their shoes.
Researchers' feelings were that ERBs continue to
over-protect participants, causing tension with the
involvement of participants throughout the research,
including not being acknowledged for their contributions.
Isla remarks “we

should be as present as possible...the
more open and almost kind and loving you can be towards
someone, the better, without compromising your self-care”.
Following the ‘Butterfly Method’ of emphasising presence
and emotional intelligence, bringing this human [45],
connective element to the forefront of ethical design
practices may be an essential step in moving this research
space forward.
DISCUSSION

Our findings indicate that ethical tensions arise when
researchers find themselves conflicted between the ethical
guidelines they need to comply to and the specifics of the
research, such as participant characteristics, relationships
that have developed over the course of the study, the role
technology has taken in the participants’ lives, and the
researchers’ own definition and understanding of what it
means to have long lasting impact [60].

 We described how
researchers ethically navigate the contrast between ethics in
theory and practice, ultimately requiring an ‘in the moment’
investment in the integrity of the relationship with both
participants and backing institutions. Below, we discuss
how our findings add to and contrast with previous work in
this field and suggest future directions for HCI researchers.
Participants discussed challenges in maintaining boundaries
in participant-researcher relationships. Working within an
experience-centred design framework, Balaam et al.
[4] note

the need for designers and researchers to be more
accepting of how we engage and manage emotion in our
work. Through engaging with emotion, we must consider
boundaries as subjectively based on contextual knowledge
of the research relationships. From the reflections presented
in our findings, it is evident that emotion is an integral part
of much socially-oriented HCI research, and thus must also
be taken into account in considering ethics. Furthermore,
our interviews indicated participants wish for more
reflexivity in the ethical review process, where researchers
can seek support, advice and collaborate in a discursive
manner. Researchers have much to communicate back to
ERBs in terms of how to ensure

the inclusion of vulnerable
populations, which past research has argued is an ethical
and moral design outcome to strive for [77]. By
 clarifying
expectations for participants, and knowing when and how to
involve participants in the research, we can support better
engagement in research as well as better research outcomes.
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However, the emotionally engaging nature of this work and
empathetic response evident in the findings suggests the
importance of supporting care practices - self-care and
otherwise - as part of the research design.
Towards flexible ethics for sensitive HCI research

This final section suggests a set of future directions guided
by the participants’ reflections on working with people with
dementia. Although ethical practices in HCI have been a
focus for many years, we would posit that these directions
are the first to be a) focused on working with marginalised
populations, and b) informed by a focused and empirical
research study. These research directions, though based on
work in dementia, have applicability to people working
with other populations that are considered vulnerable,
including work at the end-of-life and with people with short
and long term cognitive impairment. Despite the
applicability of some of these points to other areas, it is
important for researchers in other areas to contribute their
experiences in future work.
Designing for research technologies’ end of life

While not typically regulated by ERBs, researchers saw the
importance in the longevity of their research projects,
posing concerns regarding what happens if/when the
technology involved malfunctions or stops working. Our
conversations with Emily highlighted the fact that,
“technology breaks, it dies, change happens, but that just
mirrors life.” However, this does not mean the technology
needs to be boxed away forever. While many reflections
detailed the challenges and struggles in sustaining
technology, designing for practices surrounding the ‘death’
of the technology is a novel idea which can become a
moment to celebrate and reflect on the life of the
technology and what it represented. As researchers, we
should consider how we can retain the meaning associated
with the celebration within the object long after the
technologies function stops, or a service is no longer
supported. ERBs should take into consideration what it
means for the participants once the project ends. By ERBs
and researchers working closely with the participants
pre-study, it allows for ethically-considered ‘endings’ for
projects, and an engaged debriefing process.
In a similar vein, while our findings and the above discuss
the end of life for the technology, there is a lack of
discussion around best practices for ending research, giving
post-support or guidance for participants such as advising
them towards similar market solutions, resources that are
community-driven such as charities provide “places to go
and things to do” for families living with dementia [46]. A
key issue discussed in the HCI community is the push
towards innovative project outcomes. Meurer et al.
[62] discusses the problems of innovation and its impact on
sustainability. The drive to create novel research not only
puts pressure that forces solutions that may not be
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appropriate for the community, but research may be
ill-judged on funding for continued support after the project
ends.
Designing for Impact

Participants had different views of what it means to have
impact. For some, it is a moment of real connection rather
than the technology that’s created [91].

 In our findings, this
often correlated with frustrations with technology not being
robust or lacking longevity - for example, Louise discussed
her frustrations of not leaving technology behind after a
study is over. In exploratory work, there is not enough time
to develop robust products that can continue to stay with the
participants. With not enough time, frustrations participants
have with the technology may never be fixed. Lucas
remarks on this further: he sees irritation from participants
when a bug is not fixed as participants may feel their efforts
were unacknowledged. This echoes Vines et al. [88], who
describes ethical difficulties in using Google Glass, a
technology supported by a large corporation, which still had
bugs typically found in prototypes. This created frustrations
with the participants ranging from poor battery life to
Google sporadically updating the system in spite of
participants’ wishes to the contrary. However, as seen in
our analysis, researchers can place focus on the things that
matter to participants through other means, and through
cultivating reciprocal relationships.
For others researchers, impact relied on whether
participants continued using their technologies, and in
developing successful industrial spin-offs to sustain their
research. Kevin suggested that researchers should consider
business link-ins when writing grants and that “it

is all
about partnerships.” Involving businesses into the start of
research can still position participants at the forefront of the
research, and allow value in creating technology that may
outlast the study’s timeline. This can also fall into similar
problems when funding ends. Returning to Vines et al [88],
two years after the Google Glass project, Google “stalled
their support”, and any prospect of future development
“into a product [was] diminished”. In this way, even when
working with large and well-funded businesses, support
may only continue if it seems profitable. A recent CSCW
workshop discusses the appropriate relationship between
research and industry in terms of industry funding [42]:

 we
encourage the continuation and expansion of this dialogue
to discuss other facets of collaborations such as those that
emerged in our work.
Designing for research clarity

Researchers felt that the institutional ethical application
process needs to be developed further. This poses the
question: what can researchers do to ensure ERBs are more
dynamic and reflexive when evaluating research which
seeks to design or innovate in sensitive settings? From our
findings, researchers found tensions when working under a
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culture of ethical ‘protectionism’. ERBs focus on protection
tends to focus on the individual as opposed to the
community. As researchers who are increasingly engaging
in socially-oriented research, it’s integral for ERBs to do
the same. It is evident within our analysis that participant
involvement in design is central to most of the ethical
approaches of the researchers. However, the extent to which
we involve our participants and the implications of this
remains a contested and under-examined issue. As
participant Jessica discussed, engaging with advocates
outside of HCI, such as the Dementia Enquirers [23],
ensures that research agendas are more closely aligned with
the needs of the population, thus “helping

improve the
quality, relevance and ethical conduct of dementia
research”. Ensuring our research designs are rooted in
participant-led agendas can contribute to ethically engaged
research impact. Involving the community to be part of the
ethical review board, not only contextualises a deeper
understanding of what work is sensitive, and what is not, it
also articulates the interests and priorities of the individuals
the research will impact [8,28,79]. For ERBs, they must
consider how they can create tools to promote conversation
and inclusion of community members, and for researchers,
how we explain our research processes and priorities - both
to participants, the ecology of care and to ERBs.
CONCLUSION

Ethical Review Boards, in prioritising the protection of
human subjects, can inadvertently bar the full inclusion of
people living with dementia in socially-oriented research.
This being so, researchers in the field have gained a variety
of insight into the ethical complexities when it comes to
working in HCI. This paper provides a reflective analysis of
the accounts of 22 researchers working in dementia design
research. Our analysis of interviews produced two
overarching themes: guidelines vs situated practice, and
emotion and everyday experiences. We proceed from our
findings to emphasise directions that are applicable in all
HCI research that seeks to work with marginalised
populations: designing for technological end of life,
re-framing impact and aiming for research clarity.
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